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Trinity College

Amnesty writes
letters for
human rights
J OE BARBER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This Tuesday night, October 16, at
p.m. in the Fred Common Room
the Trinity College chapter of Amnesty
International, Stop the Raids, and La
Voz Latina are cosponsoring a letter
writing
night
for
Amnesty
International
USA's
"Immigrant
Rights are Human Rights" campaign.
According
to
the
Amnesaty
International USA website this cam·
paign, "... works for changes at the
state and national level to ensure that
the human rights of immigrants in the
United States are respected, protected,
and fulfilled." The campaign's goals
include supporting the DREAM
(Development, Relief, and Education
for Alien Minors) Act and fighting antiimmigrant state-ballot initiatives.
Trinity Amnesty's letter-writing
event will focus on the DREAM Act.
Approximately 2 .1 million undocumented minors currently reside in the
U.S. who immigrated to the United
States with their parents while they
were children. Many of these young
individuals would like to pursue high-
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and more pliotaa, -

see COMMUNITY on page 7

Magnet school teacher speaks Sand mandala dismantled by
about future of ethnic studies nuns after three month stint
JONATHAN ROTHENDLER '14
STAFF WRITER

On Tuesday October 2, Trinity
College hosted Tucson Magnet High
School teacher Curtis Acosta, who
presented the lecture "Banned
Histories· Mexican· American Studies
and the Struggle for Educational
Justice in Arizona." Acosta is a
Chicano and Latin Literature teacher
as well as a doctoral candidate at the
University of Arizona. The Tucson
Unified School District, where the
magnet school is located, has gained a

significant amount of fame recently
due to a serious and highly publicized
law change that was documented in
the movie "Precious Knowledge." The
documentary focuses on House Bill
2281 , which prohibits a school district
or charter school from teaching classes
that either promote overthrowing the
U.S. government or promote resentment towards a race or class of people.
Many have said that this law will
end all ethnic studies programs within
the state of Arizona. Currently, the bill
has been signed by Arizona Governor
Jan Brewer, meaning that all ethnic
studies programs in the state must
undergo intense scrutiny and, if
deemed necessary, will be ended imme·
diately. Teachers that attempt to
undermine the law would be in con·
tempt of law and face serious charges
if caught.
For years , the Tucson Unified
School District offered special classes
designed to enhance a student's cultural background and for many, it was
also a chance to learn about their own
culture. The classes included African·
American, Mexican-American and
Native-American
ethnic
studies .
Acosta tau ght these classes and had a

P OOJA SAVANSUKHA '15
STAFF WRITER

For about three months, Trinity
College was host to the Tibetan nuns
belonging to the Keydong Nunnery in
Kathmandu. For the third time, they
built a sand mandala on this campus,
a ritual believed to having healing
effects. A visual expression of peace,
compassion and kindness , the sand
mandala was received by the entire
college community and visitors by an

COURTESY OF saveethicstudies.org

Acosta presented to students on ethic studies issues.

awestruck and mind-opening feeling.
The construction of the mandala began
about a month ago and upon its com·
pletion on Sunday, Oct. 14, it was dis·
mantled and the colored sands were
immersed into the Connecticut River.
The sand mandala is an ancient
tradition that was once reserved for
monks, but the Keydong nuns have
been the first women to learn and perform this sacred practice. Having them

see DISMANTLING on page 13

COURTESY OF CHANEL PALACIOS ' 14

see ACOSTA on page 9

The Tibetan nuns prepared to dismantle the sand mandala they created last month in Garmany Hall.
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Tripod Editorial
Liberal arts and the real world
One of the main reasons I
made the decision to attend
Trinity College my senior year of
high school was because of its
reputation as one of the most
outstanding liberal arts schools
in the nation. Though I couldn't
give you a dictionary definition of
what exactly a liberal arts education was at the time, I was
drawn to the flexibility in course
distribution requirements, small
class sizes, and the close-knit
community established by
Trinity's dedicated and engaged
faculty. I have always felt an
extreme sense of comfort
throughout my Trinity career
knowing that I am allowed, and
more importantly, encouraged, to
take classes in departments outside of my major because of a
simple interest or desire to learn.
However, over the past three
years I have encountered a large
amount of scrutiny and skepticism by concerned adults unfamiliar with the definition of a liberal arts school when I tell them
I'm majoring in English. While
this is sometimes accepted by
those familiar with Trinity and
its academic reputation, I am
more often than not confronted
by the follow-up question, "what
are you going to do with that?"
Though I understand that comments such as these are out of
curiosity more than criticism, it

is still disheartening. Despite
the elevated concern that in this
competitive job market liberal
arts colleges are sending gradu ates out into the "real world"
unprepared for one specific, specialized skill, I believe there is
something substantial to be said
for what a liberal arts education
does do-it teaches students how
to live and engage in lifelong
learning beyond the confines of a
classroom.
Without sounding too much
like a tour guide attempting to
sell Trinity to any eager listener,
I must say that I stand behind
my liberal arts education and am
eternally grateful for the opportunities it has afforded me, primarily because of the immense
academic freedom.
Trinity
encourages students to think in
creative and meaningful ways,
while providing the tools and
hands-on experience necessary
to succeed in post-graduation
life. The small student to faculty
ratio distinguishes the college
from large universities that are
research-focused and rely on
graduate students to help teach
overcrowded lecture-based classes. Trinity's emphasis on community engagement and critical
thinking allows its students to
apply what we learn to the surrounding Hartford community in
an active and engaging manner.

These are the things I remind
myself when I'm confronted by
someone unfamiliar with what it
means to carry a liberal arts
degree and its place in this fast·
paced, increasingly competitive
world we live in. It is the life·
long relationships that are generated by Trinity and the professors' student-centered approach
that makes me proud to associate with such highly esteemed
faculty and engage with passionate students who are broadly
educated in all areas of academia. The deeply fostered connection with alumni motivates me to
succeed and spread the benefits
of a liberal arts degree to help
better the world. Because as
Albert Einstein, the quintessential "genius" of the late 19th century, said, ''The value of an education in a liberal arts college is
not the learning of many facts
but the training of the mind to
think something that cannot be
learned
from
textbooks."
Though Trinity professors might
disagree with Einstein's final
comment about the necessity of
books, there is something to be
said for this type of learning that
extends outside of the confines
and structure of the classroom.

-LMK

Should holidays be all-or-nothing1
According to our trusty friend
Wikipedia, there are twenty holidays in the month of October, as
well as countless month-long cultural, health, and culinary observances. When asked about holidays in October, only a few of
these immediately come to mind
for the average American;
Columbus Day, since it means a
day off from school, Halloween,
for reasons I don't need to explain,
and probably Breast Cancer
Awareness Month because we
tend to see more pink ribbons
than at any other time during the
year. The remaining holidays and
observances constitute an eclectic
mix of themes, some that deserve
more attention and some that
made me scratch my head. Just to
name a few, the latter category
includes World Architecture Day,
National Children Appreciation
Day, Auto Battery Safety Month,
National Squirrel Awareness
Month, and National Popcorn
Poppin' Month. Pregnancy and
Infant Loss Remembrance Day
and Month, World Food Day,
United Nations Day, Domestic
Violence Awareness Month, and
LGBT History Month belong to
the former category. Although
some of these seem more worthy
of celebration and recognition
than others, what I find questionable is the fact that virtually all of
them are often overlooked.
Columbus Day falls on the
second Monday of October every
year; this year it fell on the

eighth. Leif Erikson Day, honoring the man who brought the first
Europeans to America, occurs on
October 9. My question is why do
we acknowledge one and not the
other? The President of the
United States has been authorized to annually proclaim Leif
Erikson Day since 1964, but if we
are not going to celebrate it why
does it even exist? By recognizing
breast cancer and LGBT history
more often than pregnancy loss or
domestic violence, are we perpetuating the idea that some of these
issues are more important than
others?
It seems to me that institutionalizing these holidays and
observances is a double-edged
sword of sorts. We want to
express our awareness and concern for issues prevalent in our
society and our everyday lives,
but perhaps we are spreading
ourselves too thin, trying to offi:
cially recognize too many causes
at once. Many of these issues
deserve our attention much more
often than one month out of the
year, in which case institutionalizing their observance seems to be
an attempt to force the public to
recognize causes they should care
more about. However, if we make
more of an effort to recognize
what we believe to be the more
''legitimate" observances, what
happens to the others? They
remain in the same position as
when they started, and if a governing body found it necessary to

create them in the first place
aren't they just as worthy of
recognition?
So let's say we decided to "celebrate" all of the ''holidays" in the
month of October (or any month
for that matter, as this phenomenon isn't restricted to the tenth
month of the year). If we used
days without specific holidays to
recognize the month-long observances, we would be celebrating
something basically every day,
and that seems to rid important
observances of their distinction. It
also creates the issue of how we
are supposed to celebrate or recognize. Is it enough to just wish
children in third world countries
had more food on World Food Day,
or should we be making a donation to the United Nations? One
of the goals of National Arts and
Humanities Month is "to establish a highly visible vehicle for
raising public awareness about
the arts and humanities."
Outside of liberal arts schools,
which basically do this every day,
how visible is this vehicle to the
average American? It seems to
me that we either need to go all-in
on holidays and recognize them
all, or leave everyone to their own
devices and let them support the
causes that are most important to
them, instead of pretending they
will for a certain month because
of an arbitrary title it happens to
be given.

-ALR

Tripod Editorials represent the views of the executive board of The Trinity Tripo d,
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Why you should be an ally this week: Homosexuality and faith
IMMANUEL ADEOLA '14

I felt a part of my body cringe
in anguish, as if something
about them made me uneasy.
The biggest part of our When they saw me they both
identity usually comes from
waved and smiled. I waved
our upbringing. It is the most back with some hesitancy,
glaring indicator of how we
hoping they could not sense
originated our beliefs and valmy discomfort. I think it was
ues. For me, my identity was
then that I realized my
shaped by strong Christian hypocrisy.
values that emphasized social
If you really think about
justice, equality, and tolerthe situation in depth, you
ance of all of God's children. I
realize that the only reason
can recount numerous Sunday people put down homosexualiSchool lessons where I
ty is because of their discomlearned that Jesus saw everyfort with something that they
one as equals in the eyes of aren't used to seeing. There is
God. He dined with sinners
nothing wrong with having
and embraced with open arms
skepticism about something
those people that society has
different. However, the only
rejected.
At
way to address
some
point
If you really think about the problem is
during
our the situation in depth, you to be openlives, the vigor
minded
and
realize that the only reason understand
of our faith is
people put down homosexu- the other side's
tested.
My biggest
perspective,
ality is because of their
test of my faith
discomfort with some- something I
came
during
believe more
thing that they aren't used students
the fall of my
at
to seeing.
first year at
Trinity should
Trinity. I was
do, in every
walking back to my dorm
issue. During my time at
after a long Saturday night
Trinity, I have been fortunate
out when I saw two guys
to meet and talk to many stu walking towards me, holding
dents of homosexual orienta hands. At first I thought tion.
maybe I was wrong; I was
I say I'm fortunate because
very far from them and the talking to them has opened
darkness might have just my eyes to the evils of dismade it appear that way.
crimination. I can draw paralMy original thought was
lels to the discrimination that
confirmed the closer I moved minorities, women, and even
towards them. When we all
early immigrants have expericame within talking distance,
enced during the course of our
STAFF WRITER

history. It is one thing to read
about such discrimination,
but another to experience it
on a daily basis. It is really
frightening to hear that after
years
of
discrimination,
inequality, and injustice, we
as a society have not fully
moved into an era of tolerance
and acceptance of all people.
We have not learned from the
mistakes we made not too
long ago.
The unfortunate reality is
that the problem runs much
deeper than a lack of tolerance. It truly stems from the
values and beliefs that some
of us were inculcated with as
young children. This is the
same reason we saw racism
outlive the Civil Rights
Movement. It is the same rea son why women and men are
still not equals in the workplace. It is the same reason we
have
religious
tension
between Judeo-Christian values and Islam.
I wrote an article three
weeks ago on tolerance, and
how it preserves the fabric of
our nation and the world. In
it, I reference the brilliance of
our constitution as a legal
document and visionary road
map for our country. The
founding fathers embarked on
a journey to create a nation
that would personify the true
definition of justice and equal- '
ity. They wanted a nation that
would be empowered by the
people; a nation that would
govern from the bottom up; a

nation that would protect the must do the same. Ally Week
liberty of all men. We must aims to bring students togethextend that to the issue of sex- er to recognize, understand,
ual orientation.
and celebrate
We
were
It is one thing to read not only the
able to move about such discrimination, respect of all
past discrimisexual orien but
nation by rec- but another to experience it tations,
ognizing that
on a daily basis.
also
the
the Spirit of
respect of all
our Constitution is strength- people and their various iden ened by the idea that all men tities. In doing so, we reaffirm
are created equal, and are free the strong tenets of our counto pursue life, liberty, and try, our college, and our perhappiness in whatever form sonal beliefs in social equality.
they choose. Therefore, in
We must continue to hold
order to protect the integrity these truths to be self-evident
of our constitution, we as a that all men were created
nation must embrace the equal. We must affirm that
acceptance of all sexual orien- our nation has not faltered
tations regardless of how for- from its ideals of liberty, and
eign it might seem to us indi- that brotherhood continues to
vidually. As a college, we also reign from sea to shining sea.

COURTESY OF RACHAEL BURKE '14.
Chalk sayings and drawings are promoting Ally week's message of tolerance throughout campus.

Different uses .of sand: The mandala as it relates to late night
near empty campus in a slight
drizzle to watch the final ceremony of the Keydong nuns'
This past weekend at month-long project: the disTrinity College was marked by mantling of their sand mantwo major events: the culmina - dala.
tion of the month-long project
As opposed to the auditory
''Mandala: The Sacred Art of overload that met my ears as I
Sand" and Psi Upsilon's 34th fell asleep last night in my
annual Tropical party. The dif- room on Vernon Street, the
ferences between these two next morning in Garmany Hall
events and the fact that they at the Austin Arts Center my
were held within a mile from ears were host to a different
one another, less than 12 hours melody: that of the puja cereapart also marks a fascinating monies of the Keydong nuns.
dichotomy
The nuns chant
The nuns chant in
in
Tibetan,
between
cross-legged, for
Trinity's social Tibetan, cross-legged, for
atmosphere over an hour with the occa- over an hour
with the occaand its cultursional accompaniment of sional accompaal
counterhorns, drum, bells, and
niment of horns,
part.
drum, bells, and
By 11 p.m.
cymbals.
cymbals .
on Saturday,
During the cereVernon Street
was teaming with party-goers mony, visitors were invited to
braving the cold weather, head- sit cross-legged on the floor in
ed to Psi U's backyard to hear observation, up until around
music from Trinity's own Stevo noon when the floor was nearly
and Ralphy J , Wildboyz, and filled to capacity and became
DJ Fareoh. Ambulances and standing room only.
Afterwards, when the nuns
Hartford police officers were
posted at Campus Safety approached the mandala, visiexpectantly, as bass beats tors draped the edges with
shuddered through the pave- white scarves, or khatag,
ment. At 10:30 a.m. the next Tibetan offerings that symbolmorning, I walked through a ize purity and compassion.
DIANA LESTZ '13

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When the nuns began their
destruction of the artwork, the
only sound in the room was the
mechanical clicking of camera
shutters, as the air filled with
sand that wisped hauntingly
upward through the lights,
illuminated in front of the yellow
fabric
hanging
in
Garmany.
A baby began to wail, as her
mother rushed her out of the
room, and the faces of the rapt
visitors displayed similar tensions. The destruction of the
mandala is symbolic of the
Buddhist worldview: life is suffering, which is caused by
attachment to things that are
ultimately transitory and
impermanent. It is dismantled
in a ritualistic manner, first
removing the deity syllables in
a specific order before moving
on to the total structure of the
piece and then the final
removal. Psi Upsilon has a
similar ritual for their Tropical
party, amassing a load of sand
onto their property before
spreading it, along with
accounting for their artistic
acts and outsourced stage
equipment, and then soon after
removing all of it and returning to their version of normalcy.

Witnessing both Psi U's
yearly ritual and the nuns' traditional ritual drove me to contemplate the different cultural
values and norms of the Trinity
College community and the
Keydong community from
Kathmandu, Nepal. The forces
of mindfulness and compassion
behind the Mandala project
provide, in my mind, a chilling
contrast to the mindless party
culture that we so readily
embrace in the Western world,
and in particular on Trinity's
campus.
I understand the
need for students to congregate
and share the joys of music and
dance with one another, but too
often these occasions are shad-

ed by alcohol and drug use,
sometimes leading to inconsideration and abandonment
of social niceties.
As a senior, I too enjoy and
attend these parties, but I
realize the opposing values
that drive the mandala-building nuns and the party-building fraternity brothers. The
mandala is a work that symbolizes the utmost love, empathy for the infinite suffering of
sentient beings and compassion for their never-ending
heartbreaks.
Against that, the weekly
maelstrom of Vernon Street
parties seems a cyclic pattern
of ritualized emptiness.

COURTESY OF KRISTINA SMITHY '14.
Trinity was host to both the sand mandala and Psi U's annual "Tropical" party this past weekend.

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and cb not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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Military spending: A critical ~OOk at whether it.should be off the table
political suicide. Moreover,
defense lobbyists are incredibly powerful in Washington
It is debate season in and have funded the election
America. President Barack of many members of Congress.
Obama and Vice President Joe
Defense spending propoBiden have had a series of nents also argue that the
debates
with
Republican President's most important job
Presidential Nominee Mitt is to protect US citizens from
Romney and Vice Presidential domestic and international
Nominee Paul Ryan over the threats. A reduced military
important issues facing voters budget will put the civilians'
such as the economy, the budg- lives at risk. There are danet, and national security.
gerous people who are jealous
All four
of
American
gent 1 em en
Although influential
power and willagree that one Democrats and Republicans ing to attack
of the most believe many of these argu- i n n c e n t
important
American civilissues is our ments, a change in the mili- ians in order to
nation's
$1 tary structure and, subse- weaken
our
trillion debt. quently, our American val- c 0 u n t r Y ·
The two candiAccording
to
ues must take place in order Romney
dates' plans
and
for debt reduc- to prevent this country from Ryan, a cut in
tion differ on going into further debt and the
defense
many funda. ll
. .
budget would
mental issues
potentla Y entermg mto be an "equivobut the most
another war.
cation of our
s h ock i n g
values"
that
aspect of both plans is a simi- would make the US appear
larity: military spending is vir- weak. When we appear weak,
tually untouchable. This view our adversaries are more willis not only shortsighted, but ing to attack us and our allies
also frightening.
are less willing to support us.
A large military budget put
Similar to the argument
the US in two wars in the concerning civilian security,
Middle East which have another common justification
turned into seemingly never- for the high defense budget is
ending quagmires and have that the United States is the
been devastating for the econ- ultimate protector of democraomy. Moreover, keeping mili- cy and human rights and we
tary spending off the table has have the responsibility to proforced politicians to cut spend- mote these values abroad.
ing on valuable social and cul- Since there are despotic
tural services that have regimes that violate these
increased
the
disparity rights , the US should act
between the rich and poor and swiftly and decisively, through
stifled economic growth.
military force if necessary, to
The
Stockholm unseat these regimes and
International Peace Research install governments that will
Institute (SIPRI) military respect the rights of their peoexp en di tures
ple. A reduced
database states
Moreover, the terrorist m i 1 i t a r y
that the annual
attacks that have been
budget will
US
military
inhibit
the
thwarted over the past
budget
is
US
governalmost $700 bil- decade have been the result ment
from
lion.
That of intelligence, not military, acting.
The
budget is larger
UN and the
than those of
successes. If anything, a
international
China, Russia, powerful military presence community
the
United
makes the US more
are too facK in g do m,
tionalized.
vulnerable.
Japan, India,
The US actand
France
ing unilatercombined. The US also has the ally or through NATO are the
most private defense contrac- only ways to hold despots
tors in the world.
accountable.
There are a number of reaAlthough
influential
sons why the candidates do not Democrats and Republicans
want to cut military spending believe many of these arguin these tough economic times. ments, a change in the miliFor one, they employ a large tary structure and, subseand intelligent segment of the quently, our American values
American
population. must take place in order to
According to the US govern- prevent this country from
ment , the Department of going into further debt and
Defense employs over three potentially entering into
million soldiers and civilians another war. In response to
and the defense industry as a the argument that cutting the
whole employs another three military budget will put milmillion people. Opponents of lions of jobs at risk, countries
cutting the military budget that have military budgets
argue that cuts could put these that are a fraction of the size
six million jobs in jeopardy.
of that of the US have far
During an election year in lower unemployment rates .
the current economic climate, China's economy is growing at
enacting programs that might an unprecedented rate and
put six million jobs at risk is has a population nearly four
JEFF SYBERTZ '13
STAFF wRITER

°

times as large as the US yet
the US military budget is
nearly seven times that of
China's. The fact that our
economy is so dependent on
military spending means that
we are predisposed to war.
However, as the past two
decades have shown, while
war might benefit the military
industrial complex, it is crippling to the rest of our economy. Instead of promoting the
benefits of working in the
defense industry to highly
skilled workers, we should
promote the sustainability of
other industries, such as ener-

However, in January 2012,
President Obama said that
the defense budget will continue to grow in the future
because of our "global responsibilities."
I understand that drastic
cuts in military spending in
the near future will be virtually impossible because of the
political power of the military
industrial complex. However,
in the current economic climate where we are more than
a trillion dollars in debt largely because of two irresponsible
and expensive wars, policy

makers should seriously consider ·reevaluating defense
spending before they continue
to gut social services that are
a fraction of the size of the
military budget. A budget is
the greatest determinate of a
country's values.
Do we really want to be
seen as a country that would
rather gut social and cultural
services to scrap away at a
trillion dollar debt instead of
trimming a military budget
that is greater than the next
15 largest militaries combined?

gy.

In response to the argument for the need for a powerful military to protect civilians, the intelligence community has proven to be more
crucial to the success or failure
of attacks against Americans
than the military. For exam ple, although some might say
that the attacks on the US
consulate in Libya could have
been avoided if there was a
stronger military presence in
the compound, both Romney
and Obama agree that the
attack was an intelligence failure .
Moreover, the terrorist
attacks that have been thwarted over the past decade have
been the result of intelligence,
not military, successes. If anything, a powerful military
presence makes the US more
vulnerable. An aircraft carrier
full of billion dollar fighter jets
in the Gulf may dissuade a
government from attacking
US civilians but it is also a
symbol of American domina tion in the region and could
fuel the discontent of people
who have already suffered the
worst of American foreign policy. The military must change
its philosophy to deal with new
kinds of enemies. This change
is possible without spending
$700 billion a year.
The final argument that
the military budget must
remain high so that the US
can continue to be the global
protector of democracy and
human rights is hypocritical
and frightening. As history
has shown, the US has been a
global protector of human
rights if it is in their interests.
However, the US has also been
a global protector of despots
and tyrants if it is in their
interests. A high military
budget may allow the US to
intervene in the massacres in
Syria, but it will also keep a
tyrannical Saudi regime in
power and potentially wage
war against Iran. This high
military budget has allowed
the US to control world events
as they see fit with a blatant
disregard to the UN and international law; a continuation of
this trend is fearsome.
In the summer of 2011, ,
President
Obama
and
Congress reached a debt ceiling deal that will cut defense
spending by nearly $500 billion over the next 10 years.

COURTESY O F www.witnessforpeace.org.
Sybertz ' 13 discusses the role of defense spending in the accumulation of the national debt.
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Like father, ~like son: Bruce Springsteen is still ''The Boss"
MICHAEL CALISTRI '16
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Since I was young, Bruce
Springsteen has always triggered a feeling of nostalgia
within me, so when I heard he
would be playing in Hartford at
the XL Center this fall, I determined myself to trace my long
musical history with "The
Boss."
My father first introduced
me to Bruce when I was six or
seven years old. I began to
notice that the music playing
from our living room stereo and
my father's car always sounded
the same. It was then that I
took an interest in figuring out
more about this musician who
had been eluding me for years.
I'd seen tapes and old vinyl
album sleeves lying around the
house, and heard my dad talk
about a man named ''Bruce" as
if they were best friends, but I
was too young to connect all the
dots on this musical mystery.
Eventually, my curiosity got the
best of me and I inquired to my
dad what song we were listening to in the car. He answered,
"Born to Run, by Bruce
Springsteen", and continued to
explain to me how he'd been listening to this since he was in
college. His simple explanation

quickly turned into a passionate
recollection of how monumental
the album "Born to Run" was
when it came out. It was at that
moment that my father's
Springsteen ·induced
fervor
passed into me. For the first
time, I listened rather than
heard the music flowing out of
the speakers, realizing why my
dad had treasured these
euphoric melodies for so long.
Needless to say, I was hooked.
"Born to Run" was the only
thing I listened to for months,
and it wasn't just because the
music was so pleasing to my
young ears, it was that this was
my first album, my first taste of
music. From that time on, my
weekend mornings with my dad
and sister at his apartment
became defined by our midmorning Springsteen jam sessions. Maybe more important
than the music or the feeling it
brought me was the pleasure it
brought my dad. Even at seven
years old I could recognize that
my profound interest in Bruce
Springsteen made him happy.
Fast-forward a few years to
an eleven year old me, when my
mom decided I was old enough
to attend my first concert. It
only seemed fitting that it be
one of my first musical love:
Bruce Springsteen. The concert

was at the Van Andel Arena in
Grand Rapids, Michigan, near
my family's vacation home. It
was a Bruce Springsteen
acoustic set, and my mom
spared me no mercy in explaining that this would sound nothing like the albums I'd been listening to for years. To me, it didn't matter, acoustic or accompa·
nied by a full band, he was still
Bruce Springsteen, the man
whose music had defined my
childhood. The concert was far
from a let down. Perhaps it was
because my mom had set such
low expectations for the
evening, or maybe because in
my adolescent eyes, Bruce could
do no wrong. I was enwrapped
in the spectacle of his perform·
ance, not just because his musical presence was able to fill the
arena as if he had an entire
band behind him, but because
the concert gave me a taste of
maturity. My mom had not only
warned me to temper my expectations for the night, but to also
be wary of the frequent expletives she claimed Bruce would
use during the concert. I listened in shock as Bruce stood on
stage between songs and let out
a slew of words that an eleven
year old boy wouldn't even
dream of saying. At first, being
surrounded by grown men and

women I felt nervous and out of
place, wondering if my mother
would reprimand me for even
hearing those words. But she
just shrugged her head, as if
this was a rite of passage into
manhood.
It was the songs he played
that night that I didn't know
that hypnotized me, taking me
back to my moment of revelation I'd had in my dad's car a
few years prior. It was as if I
was hearing ''Born to Run" top
to bottom all over again, feeling
the elation of a completely original and irreproducible experience. Over Trinity Days, I was
back home in Philadelphia
when one of my high school
friends announced that he was
taking the trip from Fairfield to

Hartford to see Bruce on
October 25. To be honest, I've
grown away from Bruce
Springsteen in the last few
years, although he's always
remained a staple in my musical portfolio. But upon hearing
that he'd be performing so close
to Trinity, I regressed into a
younger version of myself,
intent on finding a way to relive
those pivotal firsts I had experienced so many years ago. On
the drive home that night I cued
up a few Springsteen songs on
my car stereo and let the nostalgia sweep over me. Even after
ten years, his songs still have
the some touch as they did
when I was a child, reassuring
me that music never loses its
nostalgic value.

COURTESY OF www.static.nme.com.
Bruce Springsteen continues to perform and has become a great figure in American rock.
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Trinity College recreates Germany's Oktoberfest on main quad
KARISA CERNERA '14
KRISTINA SMITHY '14

Therese
of
SaxeHildburghausen in 1810. Ever
NEWS EDITORS
since 1950 a new opening to
the festival has been impleLast Friday, Oct. 12, mented. There is a twelve gun
Trinity College held the first salute and the tapping of the
ever annual Trintoberfest on first keg of the Oktoberfest
the Main Quad. Students from beer at 12 p.m. The festival
all over campus braved the officially starts when the
cold to attend such an event. Mayor of Munich says "O'
The event was sponsored by zapft is!" which means, "It's
various clubs and organiza- been tapped!"
tions on campus, including
Trintoberfest
included
Barnyard, I- House, German October brews, German food
Club, SGA, The Mill, AASA, and live music. German foods
LVL, Kappa Kappa Gamma, included
Bratwurst,
MOCA, Psi Upsilon, House of · Sauerkraut,
Blaukraut,
Peace, TCBWO, Kappa Sigma, Braised
Red
Cabbage,
Hillel, WGRAC, Alpha Delta Kartofflesalat (potato salad),
Phi, Trinity Brew Club, Laugenbrezel (pretzel) and
TCERT, Italian Club, Rally warm cider. The entire event
Committee/BBQ Club, WRTC, was free, and free Barnyard tSt. Anthony Hall and The Ivy shirts and mugs were given
Society.
out first-come-first serve. The
The event was Trinity quad was lined with a buffet
College's own Oktoberfest and style food display and cafetethe sponsors modeled this fes- ria-style seating for a more
tival off the actual German communal experience, while
Oktoberfest. Oktoberfest is a accordion music played in the
16-day festival celebrating background. There was seatbeer which is held annually in ing for 300 students where
Munich Germany to celebrate everyone could enjoy their
the
Bavarian
culture. food. There were also 700 plus
Oktoberfest is the world's people who circulated the
largest fair which brings in event throughout the night.
more than six million visitors. Alcoholic beverages, provided
15 percent of the visitors are by Chartwells, were also
international. The festival served to students who were
was started as a celebration 21 years of age or older.
for the royal wedding between German
beers
included,
Prince Ludwig and Princess Hooker Oktoberfest, Blue

Point Oktoberfest and Red
Hook Pumpkin. Because the
school has a no open container
policy, students of age had to
enjoy their alcoholic beverages
within the perimeters of the
event. There was also a southern tide tent and a tent for
hookah. The students thought
that Trinity pulled through
with this event. "Trintoberfest
would make German's proud.
Such a high quality event and
the sausages ... oh man those
sausages were heaven and the
beer was of the highest caliber
as well. Big win for Trin," said
Tim Stiefler '13.
The quad is used for many
activities throughout the year
and students thought this was
a great addition to those uses.
"It was a good use of the quad
during the fall season," said
Duncan Grimm '15.
Both the organizations
that sponsored the event as
well as the attendees, believed
that the whole night was a
success.
"Trintoberfest
absolutely exceeded my expectations far and beyond. I am
very grateful to all the participating organizations. This
event clearly marked the
beginning of more collaborative initiatives to come," said
SGA president Dobromir
Trifonov. The college hopes
that this will become an annual event.

I
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COURTESY OF facebook.com/bamyardenterrainmenrrrinity

The two different German themed t-shirts that students got for free at the festival.

Trintoberlest 2012

COURTESY OF Serena Elavia '14, Georgi.a Anas '13, and facebook.com/bamyardentertainrnenttrinity.
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Community service organizations sponsor letter writing event
continued from page one
-er education but often their
immigration status stands in
the way, leaving around
65,000 undocumented high
school graduates per year
struggling to continue with
their
higher
education.
Passing the DREAM Act
would allow these young mem hers of our communities to
realize their human right to
access education, secure the
unity of their families, and be
free from certain forms of discrimination.
The DREAM Act would
achieve the above by providing
conditional legal status to
those currently undocumented
young migrants who entered

I

the U.S. before the age of 16,
have lived in the U.S. continuously for at least five years,
and have earned their high
school diploma or GED. After
six years, individuals meeting
these criteria will have an
opportunity to permanently
legalize their status, subject to
having a "good moral character," completing at least two
years of higher education or
uniformed service, and meeting additional requirements
under the law.
Sarah
Kacevich
'13,
President of Trinity's Amnesty
International chapter, said,
"AI chapters often hold letterwriting campaigns on certain
topics. It's an advocacy method
that has proven to be success-

ful. Sometimes we write letters to government officials in
USA or abroad; sometimes we
write messages of hope to
individuals at risk. This is a
great opportunity for Trinity
students to learn more about
the DREAM Act and support
the passage of legislation
which would open the opportunity to give permanent residency to some immigrant
youth."
Moreover, given that antiimmigrant policies seem to
have
a
disproportionate
impact on Latinos as well as
Hartford's significant Latino
population, Trinity's Amnesty
chapter believes it is especially important to be involved
with this and other like

T ' RIGH
G T

I

E

COURTESY OF Amnesty International

Trinity College's Amnesty International is helping to get the DREAM act passed to get legal status for undocumented workers.

Want to write for News this

IMMIGRANT RICHTS

HUNANARERIC.HTS
COURTESY OF grid.org

Various Trinity organizations are partnering together for letter writing night.

issues.
Kacevich states,
"There is a lot of support on
our campus and community
for this topic, as you can see
from organizations like Stop
the Raids!, LVL, and Trinfo
Cafe. Here at Trinity, especially in the largely- Hispanic city
of Hartford, we often focus on
Latino immigrants when we
think about rights."
So come make your voice
heard on immigrant issues,
this Tuesday, Oct. 16 at s:oo
p.m. in The Fred Common
Room.
There will be tea and
desserts provided as well as
plenty of information on
Amnesty International's campaign.
In
addition
to
this
Tuesday's event, next Tuesday,

Oct. 23 at s:oo p.m. in The
Fred Common Room, Trinity's
Amnesty chapter will be
screening a half- hour film,
"The Lazarus Effect," an HBO
documentary about relief of
AIDS in developing nations,
that the ONE Campaign
(www.one.org) is providing us.
This event is co-sponsored by
the Darfur Coalition.
For more information
about Amnesty International,
please contact Sarah Kacevich
atsarah.kacevich@trincoll.edu.
For more information about
Stop the Raids, please contact
Pornpat Pootinath at pornpat.pootinath@trincoll.edu,
and for more information
about the Darfur Coalition,
please contact Katie Masi at
katbl"J[JJ r;nasi@trineoll.od..u.- - --

This Week at
Cateet De11ela1men1

sentester?
THURSDAY, October 18th:
RESUME PAV!
9:S Oattt-4:S Opttt
Video O.attte rJesigtt attd Visual Effects
lttfortttatiott Sessiott w/ Peter Zoppi ~ 02
12:00-l:SOpttt
4:S0-7:S0pttt - Jusittess 101: Part I

FRIDAY, October 19th:
Contact Karisa Cernera or Kristina Smithy

Jusittess 101: Part II
S:00-6:00pttt

karisa.cernera@trincoll.edu

SATURDAY, October 20th:

or

Jlootttberg Assesstttettt rest
9:00attt-12:00p1tt; 1:00-4:00p1tt

kristina. smithy@trincoll.edu
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Biden and Ryan face off in last week's vice presidential debate
ELAINA ROI.LINS '16
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Vice President Joe Biden
and Republican Paul Ryan
faced off on Thursday night,
Oct. 11, in a heated debate
over the economy, national
security, and healthcare in
hopes of securing their party's
support and enticing undecid ·
ed voters.
The debate began with a
discussion of foreign policy
centered on the recent terrorist attack in Benghazi. Biden
defended Obama's adminis·
tration and also continued to
critique Romney for his policy
on leaving Afghanistan and
Iraq. He applauded the
President for his success over
Bin Laden and ended his

argument with a powerful
statement: "The last thing we
need now is another war."
However, Biden's strong
introduction did not faze
Ryan. Ryan responded to
Biden's comments by cri ·
tiquing the current adminis·
tration on a lack of national
security. He emphasized that
the Benghazi attack was not
only a failure of the current
administration, but also an
example of larger weaknesses
within Obama's foreign policy.
After a somewhat exten·
sive discussion of Mubarak,
sanctions,
and
nuclear
weapon
capabilities,
the
debate shifted to the state of
the economy - a topic that is
very important to undecided
voters. Several political ana ·

COURTESY OF abcnews.go.com

Vice Presidential candidates Ryan and Biden faced off in last week's debate.

lysts
critiqued
Martha
Raddatz, the moderator of the
debate, for focusing so exten·
sively on foreign policy. They
noted that while this topic is
undoubtedly important, it
was surprising to see so much
emphasis placed on the
Middle East while many
American voters are largely
concerned with domestic
ISsues.
One of the main topics
Biden and Ryan discussed
during the domestic policy
portion of the debate was each
party's tax policy. Biden criticized Republicans for the
Bush tax cuts and argued in
favor of extending the middle·
class tax cut.
He also noted that Romney
pays 14 percent in taxes on a
$20 million income while a
family making $50,000 pays a
higher tax rate.
Biden
summed up his ideology with
his statement: "The middle
class got knocked on their
heels. The Great Recession
crushed them. They need
some help now."
Ryan fired back by point·
ing out the country's current
deficit and lack of jobs. He
argued for fundamental tax
reform because "there aren't
enough rich people and small
businesses to tax to pay for
[the government's] spending."
He proposed three main
points: don't raise the deficit,

don't raise taxes on the mid·
dle class, and "don't lower the
share of income that is borne
by high-income earners."
At the end of the debate,
the results were initially
ambiguous. Many political
analysts called it a draw.
They stated that Biden's
arguments
were
often
stronger than Ryan's; howev·
er, his demeanor weakened
his arguments. Biden was
seen grinning and chuckling
throughout the debate while
his opponent was speaking,
which may have turned off
some independent voters.
A CNN-ORC International
poll indicated that voters narrow ly favored Ryan over
Biden by a four percent margin - 48 percent to 44 percent.
However, this four percent
margin is also the poll's mar·
gin for error, which makes the
results statistically even.
Overall, both candidates
accomplished
something
important for their respective
parties. Biden lit a fire within
the Democratic Party that
seemed to have dimmed after
Obama's performance in the
previous debate . He set the
stage for the second presiden tial debate by attacking Ryan
on issues such as abortion,
the middle class, and the elderly.
Ryan, on the other hand,
secured Romney's success

from the previous debate. He
centered his arguments on
national security and the
economy while also distinctly
separating himself from the
opposing party. One weakness
that political analysts did
point out is that Ryan's lines
often seemed much more
rehearsed in comparison to
Biden's remarks .
Looking forward to the
remammg
presidential
debates, undecided voters will
clearly play a significant role
in the outcome of the election.
CNN categorized undecided
voters into six groups: the
Millennial, the Catholic, the
Long-Term Unemployed, the
Latino, the Single Woman,
and the Evangelical. CNN
describes the Millennial as a
young, unmarried student
who voted for Obama in 2008
and works multiple jobs. All of
these types of independent
voters will decide the outcome
of this election - especially if
they are from swing states.
Biden and Ryan both
undoubtedly want to secure
votes from all types of unde·
cided voters; however, the
likelihood that they will
appeal to all six is unlikely.
The question is now what
groups Obama and Ryan will
try to focus on specifically.
The remaining debates will
hopefully provide an insight
into their decision.

Fullbridge Business Progra1n Information Session
Tuesday, October 16th
7:00 pm

Join Stuart Goldfarb as he speaks about an intensive collaborative learning experience
that will help you launch a brilliant career.

Business 101
Thursday, October 18th
4:30 - 7 :30 pm

and

Friday, October 19th
3:00 - 6:00 pm

What is your personal "story" in the world of business? This great program is designed to
provide you with a general understanding of business fundamentals and interview tips.

Carney, Sandoe 8 Associates Information Session
Tuesday, October 23rd
6:00 pm

Are you interested in education? Learn more about this K-12 educational recruitment firm that
places teachers and administrators in schools across the nation and around the world! On-campus
interviews will take place on Wednesday, October 24th. Sign up for a slot now!
Log on to Trinity Recruiting to register for these upcoming events- http://trincoll.experience.com/experience/login
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At Trinity and around the world: Junior Whitney Colbert
SERENA ELAVIA '14
FEATURES EDITOR

It can be difficult to combine philanthropy and sport, but this year, the
Trinity women's ice hockey team will
put on a 'Pink in the Rink' game. On
Saturday, Dec. 1, Trinity will compete
against Middlebury College in a Pink
themed game where 100 percent of
funds raised will be given to the
National Breast Cancer Foundation.
The brain behind the game is Whitney
Colbert '14, a forward player, who will
start her third year on the team this
November and is from Ithaca, New
York.
Colbert started playing roller hockey when she was seven and transitioned to ice hockey at age eight. For
high
school,
Colbert
attended
Berkshire Academy in Sheffield, Ma
and was a forward on the women's ice
hockey team there. At Berkshire,
Colbert and her team performed many
community service acts, including a
day of service similar to Trinity's Do It
Day. It was at Berkshire that Colbert
got the idea for a Pink in the Rink
game, when Berkshire competed
against
Cushing
Academy
in
Ashburnham, Ma, and they held a pink
themed game.
Colbert has always found communit y service to be very important. Her
desire to give back stems from h er fam ily, which has always felt that people
must give back to their community. She
says "Everything I do, I try to do it in
the best interest of the community." At
Trinity, Colbert continues to devote a
portion of h er time to community serv-

ice and does many activities like Do It
Day, Learn to Skate, which teaches
kids from the Hartford public schools
how to skate, and the annual Skate-AThon. The Skate-A-Thon, hosted by
Trinity's hockey teams in the Koeppel
Community Sports Center, teaches
Hartford kids how to skate and has a
competition of which kid can skate the
most laps, and the winner receives a
prize. But as a hockey player, Colbert
felt that the Trinity team could do more
community service and pitched the
idea of a Pink themed game to raise
money for breast cancer research. Her
dream came true and in less than two
months, Trinity's first Pink in the Rink
Game will happen on Dec l.

COURTESY OF WHITNEY COLBERT ' 14
Whitney Colbert organized the Pink in the Rink fund raiser.

Colbert believes that the Pink in
the Rink game is the optimal way to
combine the team's love of hockey with
an important philanthropic effort that
does something good for the communi-

ty. Many women are affected by breast
cancer and as a women's team, Colbert
felt that a Pink game was necessary. In
the works since last spring, the Pink
game has currently raised just over
$7,000 and hopes to raise $10,000 by
the end of the game. Each player was
expected to raise a certain quota of
money this summer from friends, fam ily and local businesses. But Colbert
and the team hope to get more fans
and Trinity students involved in the
Pink game. Before the game, the team
will be selling t-shirts, cozies, and
bracelets all to raise money for breast
cancer research. Students can purchase these items at various sporting
events and at certain meal times in
the Mather lobby. As well, students
can order any of the items by contacting Colbert at whitney.colbert@trincoll.edu. All of the items will also be
sold at the Pink game.
At the game, non-Trinity students
will be charged a $3 .00 admission fee,
and the ticket sales will be contributed
to the total monetary donation. While
Trinity students will not have to pay
an entrance fee , they are encouraged
to donate at the game. The Pink game
will also feature a silent auction run
by a member of the Colbert family.
Many high profile items will be auctioned off including an Atlanta
Thrasher's (now the Winnipeg Jets in
Winnipeg, Canada) hockey stick autogra phed by Ilya Kovalchuk, Boston
University hockey apparel, and possibly Red Sox season tickets . Other
items to be auctioned off are some of
the player's Pink themed jerseys that
were purchased for the girls by donors.

COURTESY O F sre11ensmithfx.com
T-shirts will be on sale at the game along with other goods.

All of the profits from the auction will
go towards breast cancer research.
The players will be wearing custom made jerseys with pink accents,
pink socks, and have pink tape on
their gloves and sticks. Colbert says
that the Pink in the Rink will become
an annual tradition and she hopes
that each year will raise more money
than the previous year did, and that
the passion for the game will be
passed down each year. In her future
career path, Colbert hopes to eventually settle in the business world, but
will always devote a portion of her
time to philanthropy.
Students can get more informa tion on the game at the game's website, http ://www. stayclassy.org/hartford/events/pink-rink/e 15883.

Acosta discusses new controversial education law in Arizona
continued from page one
dedicated student body that loved to
learn and participate. Although his
primary subject is Latino literature,
his class also focused on the history of
the Latino people. The classes seemed
to help the students, as the rate of
Mexican-American students at the
high school going on to post-secondary
education was 70 percent versus the
national average of only 24 percent.
The classes were added as a way to
bring variety to an ethnic studies program that otherwise had very little
diversity. According to the census
bureau, Arizona is 30.1 percent of hispanic decent, so classes on hispanic
culture have wide appeal.
The law was backed by Tom Horne,
who at the time was the Arizona
Department
of
Education
Superintendent. During Horne's campaign for attorney general, many people wondered if his support of the new
law was because he relied on antiLatino sentiment to be elected. Horne
was also a supporter of Senate Bill
1070, the "Support Our Law
Enforcement and Safe Neighborhoods
Act," an extremely controversial law
that gave police the right to arrest
anyone who they suspected of being an
illegal immigrant. Senate Bill 1070
required immigrants to carry their
immigration papers and gave the
police the right to ask for that documentation at any time.
The bill
attracted criticism during the 2010

elections as many saw this as a form of
racial profiling.
These bills also
caused outrage in many Latino communities across the state. Horne's
vacant Superintendent position was
filled
by
John
Ruppenthal.
Ruppenthal argued that most of the
class time was spent on material that
portrayed white people as oppressors
and promoted the overthrow of the
United States Government. His plat-

form further angered the Latino community.
The fight to prevent the bill from
passing came to a tumultuous conclusion that included multiple student
protests around schools and neighborhoods as well as takeovers of school
board meetings. For many events, student protests were organized entirely
by the students themselves. A school
board vote on May 3, 2011 attracted

COURTESY OF cnn.com
After the signing of Senate Bill 1070, Arizonans took to the streets in hordes in protest. Immigration reform is still debated today.

hundreds of people including one-hundred armed police officers, many professors, teachers and other educators
from around the state, as well as massive amounts of protesters. The scene
escalated quickly with multiple
arrests as well as intense police bru tality. Although the vote did not end
up happening that night, the new
rules were voted on and passed. On
May 11, 2011, House Bill 2281 was
signed by Gov. Brewer, bringing an
end to any and all classes that were
deemed unacceptable.
Acosta, with many of his fellow
educators and colleagues, are currently suing the state of Arizona over the
new law. To learn more about the situation in Arizona or to donate to Curtis
Acosta's cause, visit the movement's
website at saveethnicstudies.org. The
movement has been endorsed by many
elected officials including Rep. Raul
Grijalva and State Senator Olivia
Carejo- Bedford and organizations
including the Arizona Humanities
Council
and
the
Metropolitan
Education Commission. If you would
like to join the cause, donations can be
given on the website. The event was
co-sponsored by Educational Studies,
American Studies,
History,
Multicultural Affairs, La Voz Latina,
Sociology, Hispanic
Studies
and
Psychology
Departments
and
Programs in honor of Hispanic
Heritage Month. Associate Professor
of Educational Studies, Andrea
Dyrness, organized the event in conjunction with the departments.
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Trendy Trinity: Need an outfit for the 80's Dance? Try AC/DC
JACKIE SANDERS '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Choosing your outfit for Trinity's
infamous 80's dance is always a fun
opportunity to wear something you
usually wouldn't. Whether you use the
clothes you already have or go and buy
something new at Savers, the possibilities are endless. After interviewing
many Trinity girls all over campus,
I've narrowed down the outfit themes
to four main categories.
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COURTESY OF careercapital.com
Jane Fonda popularized spandex workout attire in her videos.

Dressing in 80's workout attire is
always a classic choice for this particular themed party. Choosing bright
and shiny clothes, preferably stretch
ones, is also the easiest for girls who
don't want to buy something new.
Start this look out with either spandex
leggings or shorts-- the brighter the

better. Brightly colored gym shorts or
sweatpants work as well. Choose
another bright color for the t-shirt or
sweatshirt. If the neckline is tight, cut
the top so one shoulder is exposed. If
you want to go all out, buy a leotard
from American Apparel or dance supply store. Top off the outfit with a
scrunchie and side ponytail, or a
stretchy headband. Leg warmers over
leggings are a great way to add to the
outfit and stay warm in the cold
October weather. To achieve perfect
jazzercising potential, find a neon
windbreaker from a thrift store nearby
such as the Salvation Army or Savers.
On your feet, wear bright sneakers!
If you're feeling more girly than
sporty, dress as a tribute to pop idol
Madonna. This look is all about finding a good balance between girly and
edgy. Find a tutu or puffy skirt and
pair it with anything lace or leather on
top. Layer lots of pearls around your
neck and cut fishnet stockings to wear
on your hands. Don't forget to tease
your hair and make it as crazy as possible. This look is perfect for anyone
who wants to stand out from the
Trinity students decked out in neon
workout apparel. Find skirts or tops
for this outfit at stores such as Forever
21 and H&M, both located about 15
minutes away from campus in the
Westfarms Mall.
If you're feeling like Molly
Ringwald in Pretty in Pink, a great
theme for you is 80's prom. Scour the
racks at nearby thrift stores for an old

Top 10 HighUghts from the
Weekend

dress. Puffy sleeves, sequins, lace,
bright colors and layers are all great
additions to the perfect prom dress.

with any of these outfits, don't worry!
The last theme is the style of an
AC/DC biker chick, which requires
edgy clothing and fierce make up. Pair
a jean vest with a frayed graphic tee,
preferably a band or one with a retro
logo. These can be found at thrift
stores nearby, but also in the t·shirt
section of Walmart or Target. Wear
high waisted jean shorts and either
black boots or Converse. Try to incorporate as many frayed edges, studs,
and exposed pockets as possible. These
details will add to your edgy look and
can also individualize your ensemble.
Whatever you wear, make sure you
feel comfortable and you're warm
enough. Nothing is worse than freezing outside the Field House waiting for
your friends to walk in. If you don't
feel like dressing up alone, get a group
of girls together to all match. See you
there!

COURTESY O F mystylebell.com
Madonna's style is a classic, rebellious look, perfect for the 80s.

This look is fabulous because you're
guaranteed to have a unique outfit and
you'll stand out in the perfect way. If
your mom or older sister has an old
prom dress at home, tell them to send
it to you! Finish off the outfit with tons
of chunky jewelry and long layering
necklaces. Don't forget the clip-on earrings, and, of course, the prom up-do!
Adding the perfect hairstyle is crucial
to topping off this look. For shoes,
wear bright Converse or Keds, or find
a pair of sparkly jelly flats!
If you don't see yourself fitting in

COURTESY OF mystylebell.com
Every good rocker-chick outfir needs a denim jacket with studs.
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Cinestudio presents the dark, yet quirky film: ''Ruby Sparks"
ZACHARY HAINES '14
STAFF WRITER

She came to him m a
dream-at first not as anything clearly definable, just a
voice
and
a
silhouette
wreathed in light; then as an
auburn-haired girl, sketching
on a blanket in the park. Her
appearance sends burnt-out
literary wunderkind Calvin
Weir- Field (Paul Dano of
"There Will Be Blood" and
"Little Miss Sunshine") into
an inspired frenzy, breaking
the spell of writer's block that
has plagued him ever since the
completion of the acclaimed
novel he wrote as a teenager.
He spends countless days and
nights exhaustively clacking
away on his Olympia typewriter, until finally he has the
beginnings of a story.
His story follows the tale a
girl from Dayton, Ohio (a city
Calvin thinks "sounds romantic") who was kicked out of
high school for having an
affair with her math teacher
or Spanish teacher or maybe
both; her passion is painting;
she hates hypocrites and
always roots for the underdog;
she is ineffably charming and
adorably dysfunctional. Calvin
calls her Ruby Sparks. His
detailed account of her life is
an almost desperate attempt
to write the girl of his dreams
(literally) into being; and then

one morning, she is standing
there in his kitchen.
Though at first incredulous,
Calvin is quick to accept
Ruby's sudden materialization. Ruby is played by the
stunning
newcomer
Zoe
Kazan, the film's author and
co-executive producer; fun
fact, she is the granddaughter
of "On the Waterfront" and "A
Streetcar Named Desire"
director Elia Kazan. Though
she is undeniably real, she
also comes with a bizarre condition: anything Calvin writes
about her comes true. When
he and his brother Harry
(Chris Messina) write, "Ruby
begins
to
speak fluent
French," Ruby follows suit,
prattling on in French,
unfazed. She is entirely
unaware of her role in Calvin's
fantasy-turned ·reality, ignorant of the fact that he is the
author of her every action.
Though Harry encourages
Calvin to embrace this miracle
"for the good of mep everywhere," Calvin resolves never
to write anything about Ruby
that might change her. To him,
she is already perfect.
Then as all couples do,
Calvin and Ruby burn through
their passionate honeymoon
phase and grow restless and
discontent. Ruby actually
begins to crave independence
from Calvin: she contemplates
applying for a job at a coffee

shop, taking an art class, and
even sleeping at her own
apartment a few nights a
week. Fearing that she might
slip away, Calvin's grip on
Ruby becomes more suffocating and even tyrannical.
As their petty arguments
turn into fights about much
weightier
issues,
Calvin
decides that the only way to
save their relationship is to
begin writing again: this time,
he dictates Ruby's every
thought and action, throwing
his once vivacious and spritely
love into a horrendous emotional
and
psychological
imbalance. Ultimately, Calvin
is forced to choose between
hoarding Ruby for himself,
regulating her every miserable, enslaved step; or allowing the girl he loves, who is
now much more than just his
creation, to drift freely away
from him.
Though this story is tinged
with the supernatural, anyone
who has ever been in love
could tell you that Calvin and
Ruby's relationship is anything but extraordinary. The
combustive beginning and
subsequent ennui are phases
that occur in every relationship; the idea is that through
the rough patches, we learn
how to coexist with the ones
we love rather than co-depend.
Ruby Sparks' own screenwriter and star Zoe Kazan has

actually been dating her costar Paul Dano for five years
now, so she probably understands quite well that in order
to make a long-term relationship work there has to be a
certain give-and-take, otherwise both partners will begin
to resent each other. What
"Ruby Sparks" sets up for us is
a situation in which one of the
partners has absolutely no
choice-in one harrowing
scene, we see how the words
Calvin types prevent Ruby
from even walking out the
door, let alone think about
leaving him.
Though the events leading
up to Calvin and Ruby's
demise are accentuated by
fantasy, the story is not entirely dependent on it. "Ruby
Sparks" is not the kind of film
that expends all its energy try·
ing to explain why fantastical
events have taken place; it
creates its own set of rules and
expects that our imaginations
will follow suit. Therefore, if
you're the kind of viewer who
will waste an entire film griping about probability, I'd
rather you leave "Ruby
Sparks" off your must-watch
list. What I like most about
the film is the way it uses otherworldly circumstances to
raise questions about human
nature. It asks us: what would
you do if you had all the
power? Calvin is the kind of

character who, given power,
will exert his oppressive will
and unattainable expectations
over others; and in any other
film-one without a magical
typewriter-I believe he would
have been the same. Though
Ruby is presented as a product
of some miracle of fiction, in
another film she would still
have been the kind of person
who is willing to weather a
thousand abuses before finally
summoning up the wherewithal to break free.
''Ruby Sparks" is the sophomore effort from acclaimed
directing
duo
Jonathan
Dayton and Valerie Faris,
whose feature-film debut
"Little Miss Sunshine" (2006)
was nominated for Best
Picture at the 79th Annual
Academy Awards. They have
again taken on a project that,
at first glance, seems gratuitously quirky-for those of
you who enjoy the doe·eyesand-bangs shtick a la Zooey
Deschanel (myself included!)
you are bound to get your fix.
However, Kazan, and the rest
of the stunning cast, (including surprise appearances from
Annette Bening and Antonio
Banderas) has created a world
where much darker ideas are
shifting beneath the tenor of
coffee shop chic, making this
film a more interesting and
ultimately heart-wrenching
watch.

The Sacred Art of Sand film. screening of ''The Cup''
ASHLEY MULLEN '15
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Oct. 12, Cinestudio featured the film "The Cup," or
Phi:irpa, a 1999 comedy
inspired by the true story of
two Tibetan boys' risky escape
from Tibet and later assimila tion into an exiled Tibetan
monastery.
Written
and
directed by Khyentse Norbu, a
Tibetan Lama, or monastery
leader, of the Buddhist tradition, "The Cup" was shown in
Director's Fortnight at the
1999 Cannes Film Festival
and marks a turning point in
cinema history as the first fea ture- length movie made in
Bhutan.
The film takes place in a
remote Buddhist monastery in
1998 in the Indian Himalayas,
the mountain region on the
border of Tibet and India.
Wishing to be as authentic as
possible, Norbu shot the film
entirely in the Tibetan refugee
settlement Bir and used
monks from the local Chokling
Monastery as cast members,
even though they had no acting experience and only spoke
Hindi. Norbu , by using an
authentic setting and cast,
portrayed the reality of displaced Tibetans in India and
their lives away from their
beloved homeland.

In the 1950's, the Chinese
army invaded Tibet, costing
over a million Tibetan lives
and destroying thousands of
monasteries. After this incident,
without
Buddhist
monasteries, Tibetan families
began to secretly send their
children across the border to
other countries, hoping to provide them with the traditional
Buddhist education they were
no longer allowed to have in
Tibet. In "The Cup," Nylma is
one such boy traveling with
his young uncle, Palden, on a
dangerous journey from Tibet
to the Himalayan monastery
to receive a Buddhist education at his mother's bequest.
After receiving their ordination and orientation into
monastic life, the two boys
expect a monastery traditionally serious and strict but are
instead introduced to a
monastery filled with undertones of teenage rebellion,
sports fever, and modern com edy. From playing soccer without the Lama's permission, to
drawing graffiti on the
monastery walls, the young
boys inject monastic life with
modern trends and complications. Young monks gossip,
pass notes, make paper airplanes, and doze off during
group ritual prayers, while
others decorate their walls

with soccer posters and smuggle American magazines into
their rooms, much to the exasperation of the Disciplinary
Master, Geko.
Norbu casts a comedic, yet

COURTESY OF imdb.com
A 1999 comedy inspired by a true story.

truthful light on the modern·
ization of a 2,500-year-old religious tradition. The young
monks wear traditional robes
and belts that have been worn
by Buddhist monks for cen turies, but secretly wear soccer jerseys underneath in support of the French in the
upcoming FIFA World Cup.
Because the monastery does
not own a TV, the ringleader
of the young soccer fans, 14year-old Orgyen, convinces his
friends to sneak out one night
to go into the village and
watch the World Cup semi-

finals at a local store viewing.
Turning out to be a disaster,
not only do the group of boys
get kicked out of the store for
fighting, but Geko also man·
ages to catch them trying to
sneak back into their rooms in
the monastery. The director
portrays the ordeal that Geko
faces in trying to discipline
the rebellious teenagers,
showing the older monk's realization that the modern world
is heavily influencing the
young monks and that he is
powerless to stop or control it.
Orgyen, now relegated to
kitchen duty for his nighttime
excursion, comes up with a
new plan to be able to watch
the World
Cup
Finals.
Persuading Palden to help
him, they come up with an
idea to find the money to buy a
TV and satellite dish for the
monastery, so they won't have
to resort to sneaking out at
night any longer. In a comedic
montage, Norbu shows the
two boys borrowing, stealing,
and even coercing the other
young monks to obtain the
money to purchase a TV. After
a fiasco of money-grubbing
and clever pickpocketing, the
two boys see the TV owner,
who raises his price at the last
minute in order to get more
money. Purposely portraying
how refugee Tibetans are

cheated and swindled by their
host countries, Norbu creates
a deeper emotional sentiment
when the boys have no choice
but to accept the new price,
causing Palden to convince
Nylma to sell his only memory
of his mother, an old watch, to
allow them to purchase the TV
and satellite dish.
Norbu composes an ironic,
yet humorous situation during
the watching of the World
Cup. After a comedic bout of
monastic
teamwork,
the
monks finally figure out how
to set up the satellite dish, a
piece of technology that none
of them have ever seen before.
Then Norbu reveals a contrast
of youths and elders when the
two Monastic leaders, the
Lama and the Disciplinary
Master Geko, come in to sit in
the middle of the crowd of
young monks, watching the
game amidst a roar of loud
cheering and yelling.
During a time of exile, the
monks manage to assimilate
themselves into a rapidly
changing world, much like the
assimilation of Palden and
Nylma into a monastery. With
an emotional and comedic
script, Norbu manages to
reveal an exclusive look into
the real lives of Tibetan culture and society in his film
"The Cup."
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Dismantling ceremony: Triµify;s~y~ gbodbye to the sand mandala
continued from page one
at Trinity, for this reason amongst many
others was an honor for the college. In
light of the struggles of Tibetans, especially those such as the Keydong Nuns
that live in exile, in countries such as
Nepal and India, the mandala also comes
across as an expression of a peace struggle. It was a lifetime opportunity for
everyone that got to witness this sacred
practice. It was an eye-opening event in
terms of its technicalities, because a
beautiful visual represented so much
more than simply aesthetic designs. It
also provided an insight into the lives of
the Tibetan Buddhists.
The Mandala was built with the vivid
and abstract designs made from colored
sands. The intricate designs, and geometric forms, created not only a beautiful
visual, striking in its artistic elements,
but also an extremely spiritual symbol
that represented the abode of a spiritual
being, 'Avalokiteshavra.' Although the
sands originally were made from crushed
minerals, they are in more recent times
made out of white sand that has been
dyed, red, yellow, green, blue and white.
Each color represents the '5-Buddha families,' containing many deeper level symbolisms.

One reaction, most com.rdon to every
person that visited the Mandala and
watched its creation, was the questioning
of how something so beautiful and so
painstaking in its creation could be
destroyed, and that too upon the instant
of its completion. This question was
answered with a smile by one of the nuns
who claimed, ''The destruction of the
mandala is important, because it represents how it is necessary to be free from
any type of attachment in this world." An
idea, extremely important in Buddhism,
being attached, or emotionally involved
with anything or anyone, leads to suffer
ing, war and every crime or sin in this
world.
The Buddhist monks and nuns, in
wearing the same red robes, are detached
from material wants or needs. In shaving
their heads, they are detached from the
idea of beauty (on a superficial level), and
in devoting their lives to religion, they are
detached from relationships. In the
peaceful religion that is Buddhism, it is
equivalent to spreading compassion and
kindness. In dismantling something that
was so difficult to make and required
such a tedious process without a sense of
dismay, the Buddhist nuns evoked a reaction of bewilderment and reconsiderations of our own perspectives in our self-

involved and materialistic lives. Had it
been a student that created the sand
mandala, it would have taken a lot more
of an emotional effort to simply dismantle
it. Humans have a natural tendency to
become emotionally attached to their creations, which is something that
Buddhism believes is the root cause for
everything 'bad' in this world.
Upon the completion of the mandala,
a final prayer was offered by the nuns.
VIBitors gave various white scarves to the
mandala to symbolize compassion. The
nuns then went about in a ritualistic
manner collecting several samples of
sand from each section of the mandala
and placing them in a small bowl together. One of the nuns then went and cut a
line through each side of the mandala, in
order to cut the energy that was being
contained and release it. The sand was
then swept up using the scarves into containers that would be used to carry it to
the Connecticut River at Charter Oak.
The entire process was quick, and was a
sight for all the spectators that filled
Austin Arts Center's Garmany Hall.
Buses were arranged for the public as
well as members of the Trinity College
community to observe this final ceremony. The sand was carefully immersed into
the river, its healing powers allowed to

Buddhist nuns
from Keydong
nunnery in Nepal
dismantle sand
mandala in
Austin Arts
Center

spread everywhere the river took it.
Additionally, its destruction and offering
back to nature was representative of the
impermanence of life. The transitory
nature of life is parallel to the life of the
mandala. It provided a completely new
outlook to those that saw the mandala, by
reaching a higher place by detaching oneself from everything in the world and
focusing on kindness and compassion.
The sand mandala event was complemented by several lectures, discussions,
performances and films, that were
focused around Buddhist traditions, selfawareness, the lives of Tibetans, as well
as the impact of the tradition on women.
All of these ideas were provoked by the
presence of the Tibetan nuns amongst us.
The past couple months have definitely
been eye opening, and it is no surprise,
that every member of our college community has learned something new from this
grand event.
It's safe to say that every member of
the Trinity College community has most
definitely crossed paths with the nuns,
and has duly taken note of their positive
influence on the campus environment, in
the way they always seemed happy and
content. That being said, their absence
will undoubtedly be felt at Trinity now
that the mandala is finished.
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Cinestudio presents Zeitlin' s ''Beasts of the Southern Wild''
,

ROSEM.i\R.Y PERALTA '13
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Few films have been able to captivate an audience in the way that
"Beasts of the Southern Wild" can,
blending the sheer pain of adversity
with the beauty in innocence. The
film's co-writer and producer, Benh
Zeitlin, extracted his brainchild from
the one-act play by Lucy Alibar, "Juicy
and Delicious." The play, set in the
remote backwoods of the South, focuses on little Hushpuppy, as he watches
his father, and what he knows to be as
the world, simultaneously crumble due
to his father's failing health. The film
is comparable to a new age version of
Spielberg's "E.T.," with its surreal fantasy quality and stimulating visuals.
The fact that the story unfolds from
the perspective of a child allows the
audience to feel firsthand the rush of
exploring an immense, make-believe
world.
Longtime friends from playwriting
programs, Zeitlin and Alibar share
mutual subject interests, especially
themes of interpersonal relationships
and "the dynamics of unconventional
families."
A Wesleyan graduate,
Zeitlin focused his cinematographic
debut on highlighting the vibrant personalities of each character. The visu als throughout the entire film are
thrilling to the senses; each scene com pounds the trance effect. Zeitlin's fresh
techniques in bringing fantasy to life
and Alibar's love of mythology and
folklore, combined beautifully to produce the moving film.
The leading role, Hushpuppy, is an
interesting spin-off of the play, who in
the film is portrayed as a girl rather
than a boy. Alibar mentions that it's
"one of the things I'm proud of now at
this stage. We made a hero story with

a little girl in it, and she is fighting for
her family, not her boyfriend. I never
saw that growing up, I thought I had
to be a little boy to be a hero." Not only
is the use of a little girl to play the
hero already inspirational, the actress
Quvenzhane Wallis, pockets impres·
sive bravery and power in the tiniest
little body. Wallis, who was only five

'I

the adversity they endure. Love is pre·
sented as the ultimate weapon, making even the frailest seem invincible
throu gh natural disasters and even
death. Wink's character ameliorates
his physical and emotional suffering
with heavy drinking and reminiscing
about Hushpuppy's mother. The film is
not trying to paint the picture of the

COURTESY OF slate.com
Quvenzhane Wallis as Hushpuppy and Dwight Henry as her father, Wink, in "Beasts of the Southern Wild."

at the time of filming, undoubtedly
steals the show with her ability to
express such heavy emotion; the audience is compelled to cheer her on
throughout the film, begging for her to
just be safe.
Little Hushpuppy shares a message of perseverance, of figh ting for
those who you love, even against
immeasurable odds. Alth ou gh her
father, Wink, and Hushpuppy do not
share the father- daughter relationship
we typically think of, their relationship is especially poignant considering

competent, perfect parent, rather it
provides a glimpse into the harsh
reality that many face in difficult family situations. Regardless of his addiction, Wink provides Hushpuppy with a
sense of security and as much stability
as someone in their position could
hope for.
Zeitlin is able to inspire courage
throughout the film without indulging
in cliches because he focuses on such
unorthodox ch aracters. He is not
afraid to show each character at his
darkest low and at his most beautiful

'

i

high. How much the viewer has in
common with the characters' lifestyle
becomes irrelevant when what you
are meant to be processing is raw
emotions. It is a fresh reminder that
people at their core are not as different as they perceive each other to be.
Ultimately, human beings are shown
to be powerful beyond imaginable
constraints when they can channel
emotions in a positive direction.
The film draws an interesting
comparison between the residents of
this Sou thern community and prehistoric cavemen, both fighting for survival when all is about to vanish.
Hushpuppy's character reflects on the
legacy she will leave behind when
everything is over. Will she be remem bered? For what reasons? This reflec·
tion seems to inspire her search for
courage in coming to terms with her
father's death. She echoes her
father's pride in being able to survive
on her own and never backing down.
Visually, this message comes across
with fictional prehistoric beasts,
called Aurochs
in
the
film;
Hushpuppy runs from them for much
of the film until she finds inner
strength
and
faces
them.
Hu shpuppy's character is similar to
the majestic beast, in that she has to
find and learn how to use her inner
strength to survive in the world as an
orphan.
The film is a fun yet introspective
commentary on the condition of
human existence that has attracted
Zeitlin serious critical acclaim. The
film was the recipient of the Camera
d'Or award at the Cannes Film
Festival, along with the Grand Jury
Prize at the Sundance Film Festival.
Zeitlin is rumored to be working on a
new fantasy film in which the process
of aging is contemplated.

WRITE FOR ARTS.
''BEASTS OF THE
SOUTHERN WILD''
Tuesday, October 16, 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, October 17, 7:30 p.m.

''THE INVISIBLE WAR''
Thursday, October 18, 7:30 p.m.

'KEEP THE LIGHTS ON'
Sunday, October 21 , 2:30 p.m.
Sunday, October 21, 7:30 p.m.

CONTACT:
CHANEL PALACIOS '14
lchane1.1a1acios@trincoll.eduJ

NATALIE WEINSTEIN '14
lnatalie.weinstein@trincoll.eduJ
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A conversation with golfer Jack Palley
WILL WALTHALL '14
MALCOLM LLOYD '14
SPORTS EDITOR

The first thing that strikes
you when you meet Jack Palley
is his relaxed demeanor. It is
just this quality that has
allowed the senior tri-captain to
find success on the links year
after year. He earned the honor
of New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
Player of the Year in 2011 and
has been a centerpiece of
Bantam golf since he first
arrived at Trinity. We caught up
with Jack this weekend for a
recap of the Trinity men's golf
team's season.
Two weeks ago Palley and his
teammates won the NESCAC
qualifying tournament, sealing
home course advantage for the
NESCAC championship this
spring. ''Most other sports you
are playing an opponent. In golf
it is just you and the course."
Palley emphasized the importance of playing a familiar
course, especially in such a high
stakes tournament. "NESCACs
is so much more important to
our team than any other tournament we play throughout the
year." The winner of the
NESCAC spring tournament
not only earns bragging rights
but also reserves a spot in the
NCAA Golf Championships.
After playing three years of
golf for Trinity, Palley is more
than familiar with his NESCAC
rivals. ''I've played with all five
starters on the Williams team
and the Middlebury team. You
play five rounds with someone,
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Jack Palley has been integral during his careertfor the team the last four years.

you get to know them." Despite
his familiarity with his opponents, Palley insists that the
only person who can beat you on
the course is yourself.
Though Palley has had a terrific season thus far, his teammate Greg Palmer '15 has followed in the senior tri-captain's
footsteps, earning NESCAC
Player of the Year following the
Bantams' dominant perform ance in the NESCAC Qualifying
1burnament. Palley spoke highly of Palmer saying, ''he is truly
the best player in the NESCAC
this year." Jack has only good
things to say of his teammates'
play. ''We shot even par on the
second day of the tournament
and won by seventeen strokes.
It's rare that a team shoots such

a low score."
Considering that Palley is so
close with his teammates, it's
only fitting that he's maintained
a strong relationship with head
Coach Bill Detrick. The former
NESCAC Player of the Year
recalled the conversation with
coach Detrick that swayed him
to come to Trinity four years
ago. "He (Detrick) told me 'I'm
not going to try to make you a
better golfer, I'm going to make
you a better person."'
Though Palley recognizes
that there are bigger things
than golf, his reserved attitude should not be mistaken
for a lack of competiveness.
"Our goal is to get to nationals and we have a really good
shot
this
year."

Men's soccer falls against Middlebury
BOBBY GALLAHUE '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Trinity men's soccer played
host to the Middlebury
Panthers Saturday at Campus
Field. The Bantams were
unable to rebound from their
rough loss at Amherst and suffered a 2-1 defeat. The loss
puts Trinity at 5-3-3 overall
and 3-3-2 in the NESCAC,
while Middlebury improves to
6-4-1 overall and 3-4-1 in the
league.
Middlebury was anchored
on defense by senior goalie
Zach Abdu-Glass (Lexington,
Mass.) Abdu-Glass was fantastic throughout the match and
finished the day with nine
saves, his second highest total
of the year. Harper Williams
struck first for Middlebury
with a pretty shot in the upper
90 from 25 feet out. Williams
began the season as a substitute but has come on strong
recently and this marked his
second goal of the season.
Trinity was unable to capitalize on their five corner kicks in
the first half and finished the
half down 1-0.
After ending the first half
down one, Trinity found the
answer in their leading goal
scorer Anthony El-Hachem '13.
El-Hach em finished a feed
from his brother Johnny El-
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Freshman Mark Perreault earns time battling for the ball Saturday against Midd.

Hachem '14 to pull the game
even. However, Middlebury's
own leading scorer, Alvand
Hajizadeh, refused to be held
silent and he beat goalie Jason
Katz '15 for his sixth goal of the
year. The goal occurred on a
rebound from teammate Ethan
Galiette's (Avon, Conn.) shot.
Trinity goalie Jason Katz finished the game with five saves.
Facing their second defeat
in four days, the Bantams put
on the full court press. Tim
Shea '15 almost put away his
second goal of the year, but hit
the post with g:40 remaining.

That proved to be the closest
Trinity would come to equalizing and Middlebury was able to
coast for the rest of the match.
The .071 shooting percentage
doomed Trinity. The Bantams
have two remaining matches
this season. They travel to
Maine to face the 7-3-2
Bowdoin Polar Bears (3-3-2 in
the NESCAC) and finish the
season by welcoming the
Wesleyan
Cardinals
to
Hartford. Wesleyan should
prove to be a tough matchup as
they stand at 5-1-1 in the conference.

Contact:
wlll.waltlaallObtncoU.ed•
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malcolm.Uoytl.OelrlncoU.ed•
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Trinity football runs through Tufts, improving record to 4-0
BART HARVEY '16
STAFF WRITER

.-

The Trinity College Bantams
used a 26-point second quarter
to seal a victory over the Tufts
University Jumbos 40-7. The
Bantams moved to 4-0 on the
season and remain ranked No. 2
in New England. Trinity won a
nation best 45th straight home
game, remaining undefeated
since 2001, the same year the
turf was put into Jesee/Miller
Field. Meanwhile, the Jumbos
fell to 0-4 and extended their
losing streak to 19 games. With
this dominating victory, Trinity
remains atop the league standings with Middlebury and
Wesleyan.
Following a missed field goal
on Tufts' first possession of the
game, Trinity opened the scoring with a 30-yard pass from
quarterback Ryan Burgess '13
to running back Michael
Budness '15. Tufts responded
quickly on the arm of senior
quarterback Tyler Dodds who
found senior wide receiver
Dylan Haas for a 16-yard touchdown pass and Tufts' only points
of the game.
After a missed field goal on
their previous possession, the
Bantams opened the second
quarter with a 65-yard drive on
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Sophmore Michael Budne and the Trin. offense put up 40 points on Saturday.

12 plays, capped off by a 5-yard
touchdown run by running back
Ben Crick '14. Tufts answered
with a drive of their own but
were stopped on the Bantams
28-yard line after a 9-yard sack
by linebacker Tom Szymanski
'15 on fourth down.
On the ensuing drive, running back Evan Bunker '14
accumulated 49-yards on the
ground, leading to a 9-yard
touchdown run by Budness. The
PAT was blocked but the
Bantams extended their lead
20-7. A botched punt by the

Jumbos put the Bantams in
great field position on Tufts' 30yard line. Burgess took advantage of the field position by
throwing a 30-yard touchdown
pass to wide receiver Adrian
Johnson '15 on the second play
of the drive. The PAT was
blocked again as Trinity
increased their lead to 26-7 on
Johnson's first career touchdown catch. In the final minute
before intermission, Bunker
broke loose for a 70-yard touchdown run to head into halftime
leading 33-7.
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The Jumbos had no answers for senior Nick Campbell and the Trinity defense.

The Bantams scored their
final touchdown of the game on
a 17-yard pass from Burgess to
wide receiver Drew Grombala
'13 late in the third quarter. The
Bantams offense was dominating as they rushed for 361 yards
on 50 carries, led by Bunker who
gained 171 yards on 30 carries,
while Crick ran for 82 yards on
five carries. This was Bunker's
sixth consecutive game with
over 100 yards rushing. Burgess
was U-for-15 for 175 yards as
the total offense accumulated an
impressive 536 yards. Grombala

led the aerial attack with three
catches for 48 yards.
Trinity was successful all
around as the Bantams outgained the Jumbos by 313 yards.
The secondary led the defense as
safety Rae Haynes '13 tacked on
seven tackles, and fellow safety
Julian Brown '13 added six more
tackles. Defensive lineman
Nathan Cyr '15 had an impres·
sive day registering five tackles,
3.5 of them for losses. Trinity
will look to continue their domination as they play Bowdoin
next Saturday.

Trinity College Bantams

llttdt·lrtlids;, ~them above theb: heads,
and IOObcl down at tbe ground during t)le playing of the American
national anthem. The Black Power salute was demonized by most of the
American public and the two sprinters dealt with verbal abuse and
many death threats for yeara following their political statement. Smith
and Carlos have been acknowledged for their courage and commitment to equality and human rights.

1972- Former Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback Kordell Stewart is born.
Stewart started at quarterback in the latter three of his four years at the
University of Colorado. He spent his first two NFL seasons as a wide
receiver until he was named starting quarterback for the Steelers in
1997. In his first season as Pittsburgh's field general, Stewart led his
team to the AFC champio118hip where they lost to John Elway's Denver
Broncos. Stewart has the second most rushing touchdowns of any QB in
NFL history, only trailing Steve Young. He now serves as a part-time
analyst on a variety of ESPN football programs.

Oct. 20

Men's Soccer
at Bowdoin

Oct. 17
Oct. 20

Women's Soccer
vs. Eastern Conn. 3:30 p.m.
12 p.m.
at Bowdoin

Oct. 19
Oct. 20

Women's Volle,}'.:hall
vs. Transylvania
vs. Millikin
vs. North Park
vs. Wartburg

12 p.m.

2p.m.
6p.m.
9a.m.
11 a.m.

Women's Field Hocke,}'.:
Oct. 17
vs. Springfield
6p.m.
at Bowdoin
11 a.m.
Oct. 20
Crew
Oct. 20,21 Head of the Charles
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